The Attorneys’ Guide to the Discovery of Databases

Successful models and processes have been used for eDiscovery of emails, documents, PDFs, etc. for years.

What happens when you need to prove how much someone was paid? Or that financial transactions were properly made? Or that orders were shipped on time?

Discovery of **structured data** is a different game.

**Structured data has been overlooked by lawyers for far too long**

“Most legal professionals are extremely familiar with e-mail messages, word processing documents, spreadsheets, and presentations, among other things. . . ‘Structured data,’ on the other hand, refers to information residing in electronic repositories or silos, such as transactional and financial databases.”


**The EDRM for Databases**

The Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) does not work for **databases**.

Our **EDRM-DB** gives you a unique method to discover traditional eDiscovery documents and structured data from databases.

Documents + Structured Data = the Complete Picture of your Case
To Win Your Cases You Need to Prove What Happened

eDiscovery **documents** such as email, Word, Excel, PDF, mobile only show evidence of *communications* about what happened.

Your clients’ **databases** prove:
- *Who* . . .
- did *What* . . .
- exactly *When* . . .
- and precisely *How*

You need to use that data

That’s Where We Come In. . .

Our **data visualization** platform lets you explore issues, defenses, and damages using client databases on a secure, indelible copy.

Use **database discovery** before, during, or after document discovery to:

- **Reduce data volume**: Millions of records are easy and cheap to store;
- **Provide simplicity**: We built the system for lawyers, not data scientists;
- **Increase relevance**: Use operational data, not Spam-filled email and piles of near-dupe documents;
- **Decrease costs**: We structure data for your team to use, not documents to be sent to expensive outside review; and
- **Create value**: *Your* team does the case work. *You* bill the hours.
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